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know? The last words he told me at that conversation were
.."zecdi oet mipipr rl` oi` lw xrqexb oii` fi` od`w miig xrc"
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RUBASHKIN-AGRI, KOSHER SUPREME Etc.
eze` oinilkn xzqa ea xfg `l m` miny ixaca la`" -m"anx
oillwne oifane eipta eze` mitxgne e`hg minqxtne miaxa
heyt-dpyn sqk l"kr ,"ahenl xefgiy cr eze`

RUBASHKIN-BAIS-YOSEF system “BLUFF”:

NOTE: For Sephardim non Bais-Yosef is “TREIF”.
Rubashkin’s so called “sqei zia” meat is all a “BLUFF”.
The RUBASHKIN xiyknd ax is of the stated opinion that
all of RUBASHKIN meat is “sqei zia” & that nobody
really knows what is or is not sqei zia meat. RUBASHKIN
commonly send to caterers so called sqei zia meat for
Sephardim and there will be 1 or 2 pieces marked
accordingly “sqei zia’& the rest isn’t sqei zia”.

Kosher supervised by KAJ, OU, Lubavitch, Margareten,
Zeilingold etc.The OU doesn’t employ an onsite
Mashgiach, relying totally on KAJ, Why?
In a recent episode, RUBASHKIN sent out a sqei zia order
that had only 1 piece marked AGRI style sqei zia, it was
Many mipax are very disturbed because `"hily ,b"dxd sent back by the Mashgiach for a replacement order of all
lcpnqiiee xi`n mgpn 'x has undertaken to give a sqei zia. RUBASHKIN sent the replacement order, all
Hashgocha to AGRI plant without realizing the leykn. marked & labeled as sqei zia. The Mashgiach refused it
‘cause he put secret “markings”on the previous order, and
RUBASHKIN -KASHRUS “SYSTEM”:
discovered that Rubashkin sent them the same identical
I spent 3 days in the plant a few years ago. It is very order again “re-labeled” sqei zia “AGRI style”.
disturbing that the RUBASHKIN Management, owners &
Rubashkin’s so called sqei zia meat is a consumer bluff!
mixiykn mipax have no interest in having anything more
than basic kashrus standards, e.g.. “daexn cqtd ,aex” etc.
It is a common RUBASHKIN practice to ship meat &
were many of the deciding factors, if that much!
poultry without the required “zenzeg”. When calls are made
“SYSTEM”OF MARKING zeliap NEVEILOS:

Rav Kohn (KAJ oiic) was satisfied with a “bluff” system
where the shochet flips a light switch which turns on a light
near the “wcea”so he’ll know that there is a “dliap”. Which
one is anybody’s guess, as there is a 10-15 minute carcass
travel time from the shochet to the bodek.
Note: The lunch, breakfast, coffee breaks are not the same
time for the shochet and the bodek, so there are times that
no bodek is there when the shochet flips the light switch.
The KAJ oiic claimed the whole time that the system is
foolproof. Let me therefore quote from an October 31st,
1991 RUBASHKIN letter to the USDA inspector, “The
system we have now to identify (miscuts=Neveilos) is not
foolproof, for the mis-cuts we have daily”. I was therefore
forced to circumvent the Rav Hamachshir miig 'x b"dxd
`"hily ,od`w (KAJ oiic) by going to the USDA in
Washington, DC to have the “zeliap”properly marked.

to complain & question it, they say oiic Kohn will look into
it, but you may use it. “There really is NO heter!”
RUBASHKIN- xewip “System”:

The system at RUBASHKIN is that non-Jews do the
physical “xewip”which is then checked by the “gibyn”. The
xiyknd ax was shown that the “xewipl gibyn” physically
can’t handle the load and some meat goes by without being
checked. He responded “there isn’t enough full time work
for 2 people, only for 1 ½ people & we can’t hire half a
person so we’ll leave it with one Mashgiach till there is
enough work for two full time people”. Therefore, too
often “NON-MINUKER”meat is shipped to caterers. Most
customers don’t know enough about xewip-so they
unknowingly use it & don’t complain, so we don’t even
become aware of most of the tragic episodes.
RATIO OF KOSHER “system”:

The quality of RUBASHKIN’s cattle is the cheapest
available in the market (per USDA inspector, “low grade”)
I personally videoed that when an animal was still very yet they have the highest ratio of “Kosher, Glatt, Bet Yosef”
much alive (after shechita) they shot it in the brain right (including their veal) than most others. ($$).
away & it was used as a kosher animal. It is an accepted
INTIMIDATION OF SHOICHTIM “SYSTEM”:
practice by all mixiyknd mipax NOT to use such an animal.
The RUBASHKIN plant has a creative way of getting
kosher production up by their migibyne mihgey. If the hgey
Qualification of the Rav Hamachshir:
l"wevf ,q`lyeip .n axd b"dxd called me down to his house is a production machine then RUBASHKIN pays the
& wanted to know what I could tell him of personal tuition, otherwise the hgey must pay his own tuition for his
experiences I had with od`w miig 'x (KAJ oiic) in Kashrus. I children etc. They use other “intimidation-shtik”also.
inquired of l"wevf ,q`lyeip .n axd b"dxd why he wants to
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A number of mixiyknd mipax rightfully insist that their
kosher certified caterers kasher the kitchen equipment if any
Rubashkin (including KOSHER SUPREME) products were
used prior to their certified caterer’s cooking there.

required, at that point the bodek-chutz took his knife
and made a cut into the lung & said bpil ic f`la hvri.
Note: Once the lung is CUT it is impossible to blow up
the lung to check it. “zetixhe zeliap lik`n”!

RUBASHKIN = KOSHER STYLE: There is much more to

srciif ax The expert Bodek is still working at
Rubashkin for lcpnqiiee ax Supreme kosher.

write as to why their products aren’t for a “Frum
Tzibur”. I can’t say its all Treif, but it’s Kosher style”
like 999, Hebrew National , Rubashkin .

RAV WEISMANDEL’S’s CHANGES: I sent a fax to 'x

lcpnqiiee xi`n mgpn , Shlita a few weeks ago asking

A MAJOR RUBASHKIN PROBLEM:
Another major problem strictly with RUBASHKIN’s what changes did he make in the plant & what changes
beef operation is the following: RUBASHKIN owns the he still intends to do? His response was that it’s all

slaughterhouse and doesn’t have sufficient access to
get rid of their “dtixh”meat competitively. Rubashkin
therefore made a deal with large Supermarket chains to
take off their hands as much dtixh meat as possible, so
Rubashkin will give them a special deal on the Kosher
AARON’S meat. RUBASHKIN therefore has a
tremendous $$$ incentive to designate as much meat
as possible as kosher/Glatt versus not kosher etc.

internal, that he doesn’t want to put anything in writing
but I could call him. The ax also will not share his
reports about what is going on in the kashrus
Department of the Rubashkin plant. I don’t understand
what is the big secret of changes in an unacceptable
Shechita? Unless of course no significant changes are
made, then his response all adds up $$.

In a food manufacturing facility such as a flavor house
The “system of kashrus” in the RUBASHKIN plant is there are confidential ingredients & processes, but in a
“Don’t have any system” so it’ll be impossible for Shechita? The mere fact that there are secrets in a
“schechita”is a serious concern in itself. When I once
anyone to catch & track all of the kashrus problems.
asked lcpnqiiee xi`n mgpn 'x if he would use
Lubavitcher Shochtim? Rav Weismandel responded
What others say!
There are many other mipax who also have personal “dligzkl”not, but otherwise … .. nu nu.
knowledge of the RUBASHKIN operation & I don’t think
any of them would disagree with the above conclusions.
lcpnqiiee ax recently advised numerous individuals that

the Rubashkin plant in general is set up beautifully, but
RAV WEISMANDEL’S INSPECTION & COMMENTS:
he made some minor insignificant changes in the Agri
,lcpnqiiee xi`n mgpn 'x b"dxd, Shlita told me a few years plant, e.g. a larger chiller was installed. Is it possible

ago (2-3?) that he was in the RUBASHKIN plant and
was very unhappy. I do recall one very disturbing
episode that he told me.

The RUBASHKIN plant retains as their wcea / y`x
mihgeyd none other than srciif ax who worked for
years for the Israeli Rabanut. srciif ax is working for
RUBASHKIN for many years as the expert wcea etc.
and gets compensated accordingly (more than the
m"iaey). The Israeli Bodek-Chutz Rav Zeidoff was
removing a lung sircha by pulling in a way that the ixt
micbn declares as unacceptable and “Treif”.
lcpnqiiee ax asked shockingly!
“Gevald”, w-h-a-t a-r-e y-o-u d-o-i-n-g-?”
He responded “you will see it wouldn’t leak with warm
water”. The wcea put in the air-hose and put in just a
little bit of air (not enough even to fill the lung, let alone
blow up the lung as required) and put on warm water
“see it doesn’t leak”. lcpnqiiee xi`n mgpn 'x b"dxd took
the air-hose and started blowing up the lung as
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that lcpnqiiee ax b"dxd missed the plant’s
overwhelming kashrus problems. mircei `lae... `hg lr.
Are all of us somehow being misled?
Kashrus should not be a matter of price & convenience,
as “ald mehnih”is a very dear price to pay.

“SPECIAL PRODUCTION (label) -BLUFF”! In
the practical world it is impossible to make a special
production at RUBASHKIN! “Why"? In order to have
an acceptable special kosher production you need
certain requirements, among them are the following;
a) that we consider the standard production as a
NON-ACCEPTABLE production carica elit`,
b) That the owners & management must have an
interest in producing a truly
“special kosher
production”, which both of the above are not
applicable to the RUBASHKIN plant. It is sad, but the
fact is that the RUBASHKIN management thrives in
doing “htryrb”with the “nar’ashe”consumer.

SWITCHING LABELS? ?
I asked Rubashkin to install a bar-code system in order to
keep track of each animal after it’s cut up to know if it’s
glnp ,xwepn ,sqei zia ,h`lb ,xyk etc, besides the
elimination of the stealing of carcasses from the plant. We
know why they refused to install such a system; because
they can’t switch labels for their convenience.

RUBASHKIN commonly switches labels, as it was found
on numerous occasions that on top of a non-Glatt label was
stuck on a Glatt label, ‘cause they were short for an order.
The Non-Jewish RUBASHKIN truck drivers have in their
possession a box of different kosher labels to put on to
boxes of meat as per a store’s request (I have 1 of those
boxes of labels that I saw fall off a truck).
MARGARETEN SPECIAL PRODUCTION =labels

The MARGRARETEN

“'d-cedi qpkp dn iptn”… .?

A few years ago (when he was going up in kashrus) I asked
,, lcpnqiiee xi`n mgpn 'x b"dxd Shlita “what will prevent ax
lcpnqiiee from seeing the $$$ Dollars and doing what many
others have done in kashrus by lowering their standards?”
lcpnqiiee axresponded “I know that you Rav Shain are on
guard for these types of things, so you’ll watch me.”
NOTE: There is absolutely no truth to any statement “that I
hung up the phone on lcpnqiiee ax when he called me to
discuss Rubashkin!” I just can’t give up in bringing this
leykn to the xeaiv, “ily ciwtzd df ”.
The best thing for the Kosher Consumer is there should be as
many kosher purveyors as possible but NOT at the price of
Kashrus “melye qg”.
Every responsible individual in Kashrus is “lltzn”not to have
the “oeiqp”of financial gains that outweigh kashrus concerns.

brand ( by Rubashkin) is a

“SPECIAL PRODUCTION”, yet, the cuts of meat that the Rockland Kosher used to be a very reliable kosher
MARGARETEN does NOT accept, are commonly available butcher. Now it is selling the RUBASHKIN products
with
Margareten “label” especially wholesale. The unbeknown to the Consumer (Where is "htyn oyg" ?)

“Nar’asher”consumer accepts MARGARETEN product.

therefore it is time to find other sources for your meats &
poultry. The owner of Rockland kosher is the “ldwd y`x”
Rubashkin-special production- New Rav Hamachshir:
of uipfiee-xzk. I don’t know him personally, therefore, any
The Shoichtim, Bodkim-were the regulars. The Nikur, mipax who can have a “drtyd” on him that he shouldn’t
salting etc- regular unacceptable system.
carry Rubashkin, would be a “miaxc leykn xiqn."
Oi, I almost forgot, “Special production”labels were used.

Rubashkin Business plan:
The “Nara’sher” consumer (and our mixiyknd ipax) know
that the plant always utilizes the same kashrus standards,
but the “nara’sher”consumer wants a “s p e c i a l –label”,
so we’ll give them a label they feel comfortable with. xrc

! wx`n oi` hnew xrp xrc oree jif hiixt xgeq
Rubashkin decided recently to utilize lcpnqiiee ax as the
plant’s additional Hashgocha by utilizing the so called
“Special production-label”, façade. lcpnqiiee ax, Shlita
evidently doesn’t see the “set-up”, therefore others are
taking a fresh look at lcpnqiiee ax standards being utilized
in his other Hashgochas. cpe` hixcped oet hl`drb `

.qet ev hyip hiib ,x`i ` x`ll`c hpifeh wivtet
It is a shame that the RUBASHKINs are utilizing the tactic
of offering large sums of money to zecqene mipax to get
their unacceptable meat products to be used by the xeaiv.

As stated, some mixiykn mipax require their caterers prior to
making the affair, to kasher all facilities that used
Rubashkin products. The Sephardim especially must now
find a new source for their sqei zia meat products as well,
including cold cuts etc. We are cognizant of the
inconvenience this causes to the educated kosher consumer.

“ ,dgen epi`e zegnl eciay in lk”… Pick up a phone to
Rabonim & to your constituents, mispalilim, Caterers & to
the owner of Rockland kosher-845-425-2266 Fax
845-425-2371 etc. One should therefore not purchase

anything at Rockland Kosher ,in Monsey, NY
We must be very astute & realize that we are dealing
with individuals who have absolutely no problem in
stating an outright lie without blinking. They may
make false claims, don’t be misled.

The statement that lcpnqiiee ax is not utilizing
Lubavitch Shoichtim or that some mihgey wives have
The worst scenario in kashrus has always been dealing shaved their heads (like they do in India) for financial
with a “oxwy”. We are confronted with individuals who have a reasons (even if you believe them) etc is all irrelevant
keen ability to utilize additional lies to cover previous ones.
to the acceptance of the finished product in a Heimishe
home. Don’t be the “nar’esher consumer they cater to.
HASHGOCHAS IN GENERAL:

A dgbyd shouldn’t automatically become one’s “wqet”. A
P E T A pictures!
dgbyd should present the facts pertaining to kashrus, so
I’m sure that you are familiar with the PETA
each ax can decide for his constituents if it is acceptable.

Organization that wants to ban dhigy in the USA.
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Among some of the serious concerns that appear in
their pictures is the removal of the dpw / trachea
immediately after the Shechita. The information that we
have obtained are from sources that must remain
anonymous for obvious reasons is as follows; (mihgey
miwceae may be unaware of the true reason it’s

The Rabanut of Israel that did unknowingly on & off
permit Rubashkin products, now has banned them.
Now you know the rest of the story “why they forcibly
remove the dpw / trachea right after dhigy ”.

One xiyknd ax is attempting to cover himself by
claiming by his “kosher supreme” (labeled!) schechita
In order to overcome the shortage of kosher & Glatt they only cut off part of the trachea without hooking &
animals, Agri & KAJ’s oiic have opted to utilize some pulling. A good try, if it would only be half true.
uncommon avenues that are nevertheless brought in
Halacha, e.g. “d`ixd carp”, an animal / “goy”damaged The reasons given by some plant mipax for removing
the lung, besides the standard “daexn cqtd”etc.
the trachea including ; blood-shot prevention, less pain
to the animal, removal of the sweet breads etc may be
The d`ix / lung in an animal is an organ that constantly true. Nevertheless, all of the serious mileykn & severe
expands & contracts in the cavity of the animal. The kashrus consequences must take precedence.
d`ix is a relatively free-hanging organ attached to the
animal mostly by the tissue & muscle of the dpw / The “Weinberg-pen”allows a zgpen dhigy, which is the
trachea, and slightly to other areas by some preferred method of dhigy throughout history. The
membranes. Once one cuts the supporting tissue & design of this pen’s head restrainer is not proper. The
muscles around the dpw it is basically detached easily metal bar should come way below the neck’s dhigy area.
The hgey is obviously afraid of nicking his knife on the
from the animal with a good pull or via a meat hook.
metal bar, so he must do a controlled dhigy with 7-8
dhigy xg` swiz while the animal is still in the ze`aede zekled (a possibility of diidy exists). An
schechita position, a non-jewish worker (the hgey experienced hgey utilizes 1-2 ze`aede zekled. Because of
leaves the room) utilizes an 8 inch (approx) knife to this “controlled-cut”the hgey obviously is not severing
enlarge the opening around the dpw / trachea & also all of the arteries, requiring an unacceptable “2nd cut”.
cutting into the “diaphragm/ ytxh area. He then use a Severing all neck arteries causes an almost immediate
meat-hook to grab & pull the dpw/trachea a few inches total collapse of the animal.
& cutting off the dpw/trachea near the lung.
Additionally, the hgey, if he is right handed, should be
The concerns are that by making the cut along the standing on the right side of the animal, & a lefty on
diaphragm / ytxh area & around the trachea one may the left side (facing the head), thereby enabling a wide
(in)advertently also puncture the lung. The knife is open cut including severing of all of the arteries.
inserted quite deeply into the neck area thereby risking Electric prods are not a tool to be used at all prior to a
kosher slaughter. The hgey should always disable the
cutting the zekxiqof the upper lung lobes. dycg dlny
hydraulic head control while he’s doing the dhigy so
Another serious concern is that by hooking & pulling the operator can’t unintentionally move the head.
on the trachea it will rip and dislodge the zekxiq /
adhesions that go from the lung to the zerlv and / or Some 6-7 months ago a hgey from a prominent
also some zekxiq on the lung itself and then having the “Torah-community” was invited to see the beautiful
“Rubashkin system” of dhigy. He was impressed by
$$ opportunity to call it Glatt or at least kosher.
the “show”(dbvd). Now when the hgey saw the PETA
pictures
he was aghast! While he was there they
After the above procedures, it is practically impossible
to check the lungs properly for Glatt or zekxiq. First of weren’t ripping tracheas, animals weren’t walking,
all, the trachea which is utilized to blow up the lung is thrashing around after the dhigy etc. “I was taken for
gone, as it was cut off. Second of all, there may be in a ride! How can I believe “anything” I saw?” The
all likelihood a cut in the lung from the knife used to Israeli Rabanut’s representatives claim they never saw
enlarge the area to facilitate the removal of the trachea. many of the unacceptable items depicted on the PETA
Thirdly, there are no zekxiq per se. At AGRI the wcea pictures. I guess ARK, Kehila, KCL, Chaim Berlin etc.
mipt has a paper with the shape of a lung that is marked weren’t concerned about these unacceptable practices,
for the ueg wcea. ONLY places that are marked on the As the dgizta micbn ixt says daxd oi`e mixen daxd
mircei. Not every one who pretends to be a dgnen is
diagram are checked visually.
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done).

indeed a dgnen. As the saying goes the hgey has 1
knife for dhigy & another one for the ax. l"ce
The l"wevf ,xteq mzg says that his Rabbinical Court
always visited the dhigy unannounced (NO
appointments) 'eke mipal jicba eidi mei lka.
After I visited a dhigyd zia (with an appointment) &
reported my findings to l"wevf ,oiihypiit dyn 'x b"dxd,
Reb Moshe instructed me to go back a second time but
this time “go without an appointment”and report back
as to what changes, if any, I observe? I returned to
Reb Moshe after the visit, and explained the significant
changes that I observed from “with an appointment to
without an appointment”. He instructed me 'x hb`f

problems is that none of the workers in the plant are
aware of any special productions & procedures
“bluff”, only “which label to attach”.
DON’T FOR A MOMENT BELIEVE ANY ADS THAT
STATE “their-Special production” IS DIFFERENT.

ewzpiy ick rprpl la` -mipexg` znkqd -dycg dlny
ep` oi`c ,mewn meya lwdl oi` ,reprp i"r zekxiqd
lka xeq`l ebdpy zenewnae ,reprpd `id ji`d oi`iwa
`bdpn ,d`ixd zgitp i"r e` lwa zwzip elit` ,zekxiq
.mdl lwdl oi`e - `ed

. . . :zenewn zvwa ebdp - f"acx zeaeyz mya ycg ixt
hyip qr l`f daiyi ic f` orn`p oiin oi` xlh`w xe`ipy oke [meat hook] ,gka dlrnl eze` jyene dpwa qtez
.daexn cqtd ` fi` qr ae` elit` orvep
zekxiq didi `ly xexay ote`a dyriy jixve .miccvl
.ebdpy mewna m` ik ok zeyrl oi`e ,ef drepza zewzpn

In a dhigyd zia significant changes can be instituted at
short notice, therefore a dhigy should have (within
`la dwical dhigy oia m"ekrd lv` ogipdl `ly xdfil yi
reason) an open door policy. l"ce

.zekxiqd wzpie eci m"ekrd qipki [*gw] `nyc ,xney
on carica elit` dxeq` ,jka m"ekrd oilibx m` la`
xtqae ) .dwicad zpwz lhank dil dedc ,mzqd [jy]
m` ,dligzkl yegl yi l`xyi gaha elit`c :xfril` wync
(l"kr ,zvw `yyg eilr yi

One Kosher certifier prides itself that at none of their
certified zehigy do they have any of the Rubashkin
problems. Nevertheless they approved their certified
establishments to purchase Rubashkin beef, provided
that they do some additional nikur. Rubashkin did the
required additional nikur, but they did the nikur after
the salting. NOTE: Nikur is properly done prior to the x`evd zia jxc eci qipkiy l"x .qipki [*gw] xy` dhn
s` dfa xdfil yie ,zrbn eciy mewna zekxiqd wzpie
salting process.
The gibyn who notified the kosher certifier that the additional
required nikur it is being done (against their guidelines) was
“fired” Rubashkin’s xiyknd ax style, even though he had a
large family d"rw & no other dqpxt. Now mashgichim &
shoichtim know the rules (even a fish wouldn’t be in trouble if he
kept his mouth shut).

`edc :deab oglya azk ,ma oen` `l xy` lk l`xyi igaha
mcew epikq ixkpd qipki `ly ,`"aaez mlyexia bidpd
didiy ick ,hyede dpwd aiaq jezgl oexbd jxc dwicad
zepe`ay dkxiq dfi` jezki dnyc ,d`ixd `ivedl el gep
.zepeilr

yiy in lr ielz xacdc miiqe l"fe 'dl ze`-miigd sk
zbyn mci oi` m`e dfd rxd bdpnd lhal zegnl ecia
xqe` meyn dfa oi`e micia dze` sixhi wcead hgeyd
zay axr
y"eri xzend z`

Have no doubt for a moment that the m"iaey are under strict
orders to adhere to the l"fg of dwizy dnkgl biq.
It’s common for the Rubashkin plant to slaughter on
,n"dege h"eie when do they do the nikur & salting? after 3
days, or the non-Jews do it? (They have the kosher-labels!)

lik`n `ed ,df lka xdfp epi`y lke -dycg dlny
It is grave enough that one should seriously consider .'d `xie xyk wcea m` ik zepnl oi` okle .l`xyil zetixh
kashering their utensils. We have no doubt that many
Rabonim zn`d iywan are advising their constituents to enic`dy ,gtepd ze`nx i"r envr drhi `le -xy` dhn
kasher their keilim without making a “tumult”.
.zaypn dpi` z"ipetv gexe ,getp xiqk `ede eipt
The Margareten, Rav Weismandel, Rav Hatchuel,
ixtq ,cec zia ,miyecw zrce .'eke -daeyz ikxca ,o"xa k"b oiir
Lubavitch, KAJ, Zeilingold, Spiegel, Steinmetz etc
.l"ce ,l"x ,l"pd zexengd zeyygdl rbepa.....cere m"yxdn
are going to claim they each have a “special-run” &
aren’t involved in the regular production. One of the
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There are many additional sources to quote but we
only quoted a few to provide a basis of some concerns.
At Agri all of the above concerns are being violated,
in addition to the zenzeg ,mlrzpy xya ,dgiln ,xewip
problems that are deliberately out of control, therefore
one should be xcdn and kasher their milk.

also dear to me, but the honor of the Torah, which is
relegated to the ash heap, and the honor of the truth,
which is trampled underfoot are much more dear to
me— and where there is desecration of G-D’s name,
we do not give honor to the Rabbis.”

On dkepg a number of mixiykn mipax unjustly publicized
a misleading ad. The ad was intended to proclaim that
the dhigy shown on the PETA pictures was
considered basically kosher. But the miaxl leykn that
the mink fgt ad caused is incomprehensible. The ad
also indicated at least to the kosher consumer that the
system of dhigy & kashrus at AGRI-Rubashkin is at
an acceptable standard, without ever visiting the plant
& observing first hand.

Fellow Jews, have you no fear for the great and terrible
Day of Judgment? In that day you will no longer be
able to come up with excuses (e.g. “I didn’t know”) or
with a shrug of the shoulder.(R’Shraga Feivel Mendelowitz Z”L)

l"wevf ,uiee`lcprn leiit `bxy axd

The l`xyi mr has been guided all the years zxeqn t"r.
We are being confronted lately with others who are
attempting to side track us from the zxeqn, claiming
that in our day & age we can be a ycgn. They don’t
realize that (q"g) dxezd on xeq` ycg.

owzl lkei `l zeern.The mipax that signed should have
known the miaxl leykn this ad may cause. They Once one sidesteps the zxeqn, history has shown time
should have addressed their letter of approval to the & again they ultimately become l"x ,miqxewit`e mipin.
To give a dgbyd to a plant that has always skirted our
plant, USDA & PETA only, not to the xeaiv at large .
zxeqn is being negligent in preserving l`xyi llk
It is known to many of the minzeg that there are many existence.
“The truth must be heard, even if the
serious problems at Rubashkin (regardless of whose
label is attached) from the mihgey through the actual public does not like the sound of it, whatever the
dhigy,zewica
,dgiln ,xewip. 'eke ,mlrzpy xya ,zenzeg circumstances, regardless of consequences, the truth
must be stated-loudly, clearly and unequivocally”.
l"wevf ,xlhew oxd` 'x b"dxd
Rubashkin’s “Kosher Supreme”under ax b"dxd
`"hily ,lcpnqiiee proclaimed
Kosher consumers shouldn’t consider Rubashkin as an

$$$ Mission accomplished $$$!

acceptable product just because a “Torah-community”
based kosher certifying agency allows Rubashkin
The cold facts & the basic dkld verdict, “It was products. They allow questionable products due to a
general lack of `inyc `zriq.
a mission impossible, that failed the

icxgd xeaiv ! resulting in a l d m e h n i h
Among those who encouraged me to go into the field of kashrus

“Learn how to withstand animosity, and to weather were oiihypiit dyn 'x ,iwvipinw awri 'x ,xlhew xe`ipy 'x b"dxd
unpopularity,
and
carry
on
the
struggle, ,l"wevf & I was therefore dkef d"a to have `inyc `zriq d"ra,
to uphold Hashem’s ideals”.
l"wevf ,a`eey oerny axd in the field of kashrus.
l"f uiee`lrcprn leiit `bxy 'x writes-“I accuse the very
great mixiykn mipax don’t you see what has become of
our youth? Don’t you know that our children have
become gamblers, gangsters, candidates for the electric chair,
etc only because they’ve been raised on l"x zetixhe zeliap”
“However, there is a conspiracy of silence with respect
to ‘Treif’ meat sold under the seal of unqualified,
so-called ‘Rabbis’, who affix a totally worthless seal of
approval… , perhaps, they are unwilling to demean the
honor of the Rabbinate”. ..The honor of the Rabbis is
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The bottom line is, the KAJ’s od`w oiic in
conjunction with the Rubashkin’s orchestrated all
of the problems. Now they also employ ax b"dxd
lcpnqiee the Rav of Nitra (who is a prominent member
of mipaxd zecg`zd) to join them in furthering the
deception of the icxgd xeaiv.
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